Cochlear and neural dysfunction in acoustic neuroma: can they be separately revealed by auditory brain-stem wave V latency?
Cochlear and retrocochlear lesions may be differentiated by a diagnostic index (D5), which is derived from the patient's auditory brain-stem wave V latency and pure-tone hearing threshold at 2 to 4 kHz. The D5 values obtained from 49 cases of acoustic neuroma (AN) have been shown to share some properties with D5 values of patients with cochlear hearing loss (280 cases), indicating a lesser prolongation of wave V latency in cases with pronounced hearing loss. Assuming this finding is indicative of some degree of cochlear impairment concomitant to the neural dysfunction, AN data were corrected in an attempt to remove the effects of cochlear impairment. The resulting D5 values could reflect the delay in wave V solely due to the neural dysfunction. A significant relationship between these D5 values and tumour size seems to support this hypothesis.